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it is the whole net which holds him just as he is a part of a
whole.
On the other hand. what seems to be the opposite of
the above also holds true. No one is able to deny the fact
that all things exist alone. No matter how closely a person
may feel for another and willfully carries his burd ens. there
is a limit to human capabiHties. A person who is aware of
this fact knows that the misery whic h a perso n experiences
is for him alone to be experienced, and as in the case ofa rust
from iron eats into its own source, similarly, that person's
deeds alone corrode his own life. A perso n who honcstly
sees himself awakened by this fact is prompted to seek
greater truth that will justify his soli tary condition. It is to
such a person of serious search that the universal nature
moves and touches, endowing him the meaning of existence.
In the middle of the manifold levels of realization as
mentioned. one b eing that all things exist inter-dependently
and the other bein g th at aU things exist alone, the experience
of joy is found. I" this seeming contradiction . a person is
able to gain a th re shold of greatness.
When a perso n begins 10 truly know himself and the
world in which he lives, he grows spirilually. In a simultaneous happening, as his lIIilld·hen rt deepe ns and expands to a
universal dimension, his realization also becomes greater. At
the depth of his realization of his honest self, he comes to
know that it is the greatness of the universal truth manifesting as true and real which has been moving towards him. He
ac knowledges as a fact that it is the world of true and real
which has been endowing him to become aware. The greater
the sense of his aloneness, the greater the sense of oneness.
He joyfully discovers that the rela tionship of himself with
true and real is none other than the ma ni festa tio n of Amida
Buddha who for aeons of time has been prompting to awake
that person. The magnitude of joy experienced by that
person of awake ning could only be expressed as he recites
the Name of Amid a Buddha. Rec it ing Amida Buddha's
Name in all earnest gratitu de, then, is the universal act of
oneness, perfect ing th e in te r·relatio nshi p of a pe rson and
Amida Buddha. The true joy thus ex peri enced by a person
now enables that person to relate the world truly and realisti caJly , any time, any place. All experiences gained by him
hent:efo rth become the ex peri ence of joy for he now sees
the world from a greater foundalio n, a foundation of allembracing Amida Buddha.

To describe a state which transcends all states of being, as
well as those forms which may be called super. men in both
East and West have used the word "grca t. " We have also seen
numerous occasions when "great" has been used as a prefix.
and stra ngely enough, there are numerous occasions when a
person clai ms greatness for himself.
In order to describe the experience of a person of
Shinjill. or Faith-Mind. the word "great" ismost appropr iate.
For the experience of joy realized in a perso n of ShilljiJl, in
that moment of realizat ion, he is nothing less than great.
And it is largely due to the basic yearning of living beings.
past and present, who endlessly strove to become great that
eight centuries of Jodoshinshu teachings have endured and
expanded in the world. As long as living beings seek that
greatness in them as well as in ot hers, Jodoslzinshu teachings
will.prevail and pulsate in the hearts of all people.
In Jodoshinshu, as taught by Shinran Shonin, a person
is lead to greatness by a real ization which elevates him to the
height of true joy and, at the same time, leads him to a depth
of experience hith erto unknown to him. It is a realization
provided only for those who risk themselves by a tot31
commitment to Amida Buddha. That realization comes when
3 person discovers that all is endowed by Amida Buddha
unconditionally.
No one is able to deny that all things must be interrelated and inter-dependen t to exist. In fact, to exist means
to be inter-dependen t. In the midst of a person's daily
busy-ness. he tends to disregard the elusive truth of interdependency mainly because of his self-centered ness_ But
occasionally, he isreminded of that fact of int er-dependency
in which he finds himself to be just a small knot in a huge
net. He also discovers that without that tiny knot, the whole
net will not hold_ He realizes that the world appeared to
him confined because of his own narrow~mindedlless. The
pictures reflected on his mind-heart are not true pictures
for they were designed by his narrow vision. So wilh each
opportunity presented to him to become aware of the interrelationship of himself to others, his perspective widens; the
relationship is interpre ted anew. his awareness growing outwardly as well as in wa rdly . Outwardly, he now identifies
himself on a grander scale of universality; inwardly, he
comes to know himself honestly as a person who is ever
more steeped in narrow confinement. There occurs in the
mind-heart of such person a sense of joyful realization that
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